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Correlation Tables, p2 
Notable: a lack of near-term correlation in commodities. 

Futures Forecast, p2 
No changes from last week. 

Main Article, p3thru7 
News and comments ... mostly relating to oil. 

Another yank from underneath the crude oil storyline. It is starting to look like crude prices are 

unjustified by global fundamentals, as the above chart suggests more economic slowdown 

ahead. I imagine the market might shift away from ‘reasons not to be bearish’ in favor of 

‘reasons not to be bullish.’ That would open the door to sellers; Europe and China may help 

push it open as well. 

Trade Essentials, p8 
No new recommendations or adjustments at this time.  

Portfolio, p8 
Holding small gain in CORN. A bit underwater on UCO. Stopped out of UNG. 
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Commodity Futures 3-Month Forecast 

  Last Price Direction Target ΔT 

Gold 1721 Neutral 1700   

Silver 3359.5 Neutral 3300  

Copper 386.25 Neutral 375  

Corn 634 Neutral 640 

Soybeans 1219.25 Neutral 1200  

Wheat 637.5 Neutral 640 

Crude Oil 98.4 Neutral 100  

Natural Gas 2.474 Long 3  
 
Click on the hyperlink to view the audio/visual chart analysis. 
Bold denotes change from last week. 

Correlation Tables  

Last 8 Days: 

Gold Silver Copper Corn Soybeans Wheat Sugar Cotton Coffee Crude Nat Gas

Gold 1.000 -0.434 -0.666 -0.006 -0.290 0.290 -0.479 0.300 -0.343 -0.168 0.013

Silver -0.434 1.000 0.626 0.203 0.590 -0.056 0.668 -0.664 0.395 0.823 -0.314

Copper -0.666 0.626 1.000 0.181 0.631 -0.291 0.758 -0.551 0.252 0.384 0.193

Corn -0.006 0.203 0.181 1.000 0.851 0.856 0.579 0.348 0.716 0.199 0.583

Soybeans -0.290 0.590 0.631 0.851 1.000 0.527 0.828 -0.059 0.724 0.422 0.461

Wheat 0.290 -0.056 -0.291 0.856 0.527 1.000 0.131 0.571 0.538 -0.017 0.526

Sugar -0.479 0.668 0.758 0.579 0.828 0.131 1.000 -0.249 0.603 0.643 0.060

Cotton 0.300 -0.664 -0.551 0.348 -0.059 0.571 -0.249 1.000 0.360 -0.648 0.372

Coffee -0.343 0.395 0.252 0.716 0.724 0.538 0.603 0.360 1.000 0.144 0.177

Crude -0.168 0.823 0.384 0.199 0.422 -0.017 0.643 -0.648 0.144 1.000 -0.467

Nat Gas 0.013 -0.314 0.193 0.583 0.461 0.526 0.060 0.372 0.177 -0.467 1.000

SoftsMetals Grains Energy

 

Correlation Notes:  

The grains and softs are moving together, but 

metals and energy are doing their own things. 

Might today’s coming together of economic 

data and price action in currencies and stocks 

bring the commodities back in line?  
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News and comments. 

REUTERS. Feb 10. After a 'deal' was struck among Greek political leaders on Thursday, 

euro zone finance ministers in Brussels took one look at Greek Finance Minister 

Evangelos Venizelos' figures and promptly told him to go back to Athens and do more.  

With trust and goodwill in increasingly short supply, Jean-Claude Juncker, the chairman 

of the Eurogroup, laid down three demands: a further 325 million euros in spending 

cuts, approval of the package by the Greek parliament, and a written commitment from 

the leaders of Greece's parties that they would stick to the deal beyond April elections. 

CE. Clearly this disappointment is moving markets in a risk-averse fashion today; it goes against 

my near-term theme expecting commodities to rally in a risk-appetite environment. The news 

could have very easily sparked an overdue correction (my expectations for now), but we need 

to stay open to the possibility that this leads to something larger. And that might come with 

renewed talk of default and rising rates on eurozone sovereign debt. 

REUTERS. Feb 10. Sanctions on Iran over its nuclear plans are already hitting oil 

production in the Islamic Republic and a fall in its output and exports is likely to 

accelerate, industry analysts say.  

Global oil flows are realigning even though a European Union ban on imports from Iran 

does not come into effect until July, the International Energy Agency (IEA) said in its 

monthly Oil Market Report on Friday.  

Oil industry analysts forecast Iranian oil output will fall by as much as 9 percent this year 

to an average of around 3.3 million barrels per day (bpd). 

CE. As Iran squirms there remains the potential for geopolitical unrest. And that means there 

remains potential for a spike in crude prices. But the pressure is mounting fast and Iran may be 

forced to act diplomatically, which may undercut crude prices. 

REUTERS. Feb 7. China is scouring the world for alternative oil supplies to replace a fall 

in its imports from Iran, as it seeks to negotiate lower prices from Tehran, and has been 

drawing heavily on Saudi Arabia.  

Industry sources told Reuters that Beijing had bought the bulk of an increase in crude oil 

supplies from top oil exporter Saudi Arabia in the last few months.  

The world's second-largest oil consumer is also importing more cargoes from West 

Africa, Russia and Australia to replace reduced supplies from Iran. 
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China is the top buyer of Iranian oil, taking around 20 percent of its total exports, but 

since January it has cut purchases by around 285,000 barrels per day (bpd), or just over 

half of the total daily amount it imported in 2011. 

CE. When talk of an Iranian oil embargo arose, Asia was very much the savior in waiting for 

Iranian crude consumption. Their recent dealings only make it harder for Iran to compensate 

for sanctions. 

REUTERS. Feb 10. China's imports in January fell the most since the depths of the global 

financial crisis, raising concerns that demand may be weaker than previously thought 

even allowing for Lunar New Year factory shutdowns.  

Imports sank 15.3 percent in January versus January 2011 -- the lowest since August 

2009 -- while exports fell 0.5 percent over the same period, the worst showing since 

November 2009, customs data showed on Friday.  

 

CE. Obviously, this is not a welcomed site for commodity bulls – their very foundation is built on 

sustained demand from China. Though we probably shouldn’t be surprised, since inflation has 

come off highs and policy makers are quick to shift towards credit and rate accommodation, 

investors’ focus will turn to how quickly this trade blip can bottom out. 

REUTERS. Feb 10. Global oil demand will grow by less than 1 percent in 2012, the 

International Energy Agency (IEA) said on Friday, cutting its oil growth demand forecast 

for a sixth consecutive month due to a weak global economy.  
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The agency, which provides energy advice to the world's most industrialised nations, cut 

its global oil demand growth forecast for this year by 250,000 barrels per day (bpd) to 

800,000 bpd.  

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) also cut its world oil 

demand growth forecast on Thursday due to economic weakness, predicting a rise of 

940,000 bpd in 2012, 120,000 bpd less than its forecast last month. 

CE. This seems to shake up the bullish view of crude oil, especially if the geopolitical premium 

dissipates. So, what wins – fundamentals or risk? It seems as though Iran is losing leverage and 

would be very much boxed in if the world determines it doesn’t much need Iranian crude ... on 

the whole. Might this force their hand, incite military action, shoot up the price of crude and 

allow Iran to capitalize on high prices while they can? Doubtful, as there are a lot of decisions 

that need to match up in Iran before leaders choose to spite themselves and the Iranian people 

on an international level. 

BLOGS. Feb 10. Gasoline deliveries reflect recession and growth. The recent drop in 

retail gasoline deliveries is signalling a sharp contraction ahead. 

Mish recently posted some intriguing charts depicting a significant decline in gasoline 

consumption. Then correspondent Joe R. forwarded me this stunning chart of gasoline 

retail deliveries, from the U.S. Energy Information Administration: (EIA) 

 

CE. Another yank from underneath the crude oil storyline. It is starting to look like crude prices 

are unjustified by global fundamentals, as the above chart suggests more economic slowdown 

ahead. I imagine the market might shift away from ‘reasons not to be bearish’ in favor of 

‘reasons not to be bullish.’ That would open the door to sellers; Europe and China may help 

push it open as well. 

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/guest-post-why-gasoline-consumption-tanking
http://www.zerohedge.com/news/guest-post-why-gasoline-consumption-tanking
http://globaleconomicanalysis.blogspot.com/2012/02/huge-plunge-in-petroleum-and-gasoline.html
http://globaleconomicanalysis.blogspot.com/2012/02/huge-plunge-in-petroleum-and-gasoline.html
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I am watching gold for a buying opportunity, since I am looking at today’s action as the tail-end 

of a correction. Support in play at 50-day moving average and the $1,700 level – may extend to 

the 100-day moving average based on today’s activity. 

 

I will also be closely watching copper – in both directions – as shifting sentiment around china 

will most dictate the direction of copper price.  
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And, of course, the verdict is out on crude oil. It is make or break time, technically speaking. 

And it seems crude may lose geopolitical support soon. 
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Portfolio 

Position Date Ticker Direction Entry Stop Last Target Return Notes 

Teucrium Corn Fund 1/12/2012 CORN Long 39.72 36.9 40.41 45 1.74% Hold. 

ProShares Ultra Oil 1/13/2012 UCO Long 41.12 37.59 40.2 55 -2.24% Hold. 

 
Click on the hyperlink to view the audio/visual chart analysis. Bold denotes change. 
 

Our position in UNG has been stopped-out at the adjusted stop-loss. Natural gas reacted erratically 
after a stocks report yesterday and the swing unfortunately knocked us out. 
 
Crude oil rallied back this week. Our position in UCO is underwater slightly, but I’d like to see crude 
oil open up next week before I make any new decisions on UCO.  
 
Continue to hold CORN for now as I digest all of today’s news and price action. 

 
 

Trade Essentials. 

No new recommendations or adjustments at this time. 

JR Crooks  

www.blackswantrading.com  

http://www.blackswantrading.com/

